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INTERIOR WPC WALL CLADDING

A unique and most qualitative wall decoration concept, we have derived from wood plastic composite. GREENOPLAST WALL CLADDING is
available in famous COLOURFUL concepts from the company followed by doors. Very artistic and modern concepts developed on cladding attracts interior designers for their best creations. High end designer creations will give fancy and deep look to your wall decoration.
You can create colourful walls with our natural arts and decorate your homes, offices as well as any surface, where you need colourful
touch. Beautiful colour combinations will give classy looks to vertical surfaces, wherever it's applied.
Base material: WPC
Surface: Colourful designs
Surface material: World class paints/coats
Digital prints

Length: 610 mm
Width: 140 mm
Thickness: 6 mm, 8 mm, 12 mm
Customized sizes: Also can be available
on demand
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Installation technique
WPC Wall cladding can be applied by two methods at basic as follows:
Mounting on WPC Frame
The carpenter can create a base of 6 mm Greenoplast sheet as frame. This frame can be screwed to the wall. WPC wall cladding can be fixed
on this frame by GREENOBOND adhesive as per the design convenience. It can be applied parallel or zigzag or interlocking style.
Fixing with Adhesive
The carpenter can directly apply these panels with Silicon Sealants and 3M tapes on the wall surface. This is most easy method of fixing.
Here also you can fix the cladding pieces as per the design convenience and can be applied parallel, zigzag or interlocking style.
APPLICATIONS
Wall cladding
Wall decoration pieces
Five star hotels
Corporate offices
Directors' cabins

Medical hospitals
Bungalows
Villas
Architect galleries
Interior offices

Interior galleries
Luxurious shops
Jewellery showrooms
High class apartments
Temple walls
Creative show rooms
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